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artdictionaries
Compact, reasonably priced and with a wealth
of illustrations, the Art Dictionaries are
original in their editorial treatment, innovative
layout and the fascinating approach taken by
the essays. Satisfying the requirements of the
most demanding readers, they also stimulate
their curiosity and suggest new
interpretations: the books offer a lavish visual
survey of themes, characters and situations
that often recur in the history of art, but are
not always easily identifiable. 
Unlike the usual approach taken by
dictionaries, with long essays but almost no

illustrations, the works provide pointed
commentaries that reveal all the secrets
hidden within the images. The highly
informative and well-documented historical
and literary references and introductive
essays for each theme are of the highest
quality and have already been appreciated by
university professors and museum directors. 
Because of their exhaustive character, the Art
Dictionaries are winning significant
international recognition, as is demonstrated
by the large number of co-editions in many
countries.

VOLUMES IN THE SERIES:

> ANGELS AND DEVILS

> ASTROLOGY, ALCHEMY, MAGIC

> GARDENS, HORTI AND MAZES

> GEOGRAPHY AND IMAGINARY JOURNEYS

> GESTURES AND EXPRESSIONS

> GODS AND HEROES OF MYTHOLOGY

> GOSPEL FIGURES IN ART

> GREAT DYNASTIES AND SYMBOLS OF POWER

> HISTORY AND FIGURES OF THE CHURCH

> THE HUMAN BODY

> ICONS AND SAINTS OF EASTERN CHRISTIANITY

> LITERATURE EVENTS AND CHARACTERS

> MUSIC

> NATURE AND ITS SYMBOLS 

> OLD TESTAMENT FIGURES IN ART

> SAINTS IN ART

> SYMBOLS AND ALLEGORIES

> SYMBOLS AND RITUALS OF FOOD AND DINING

> TECHNIQUES AND MATERIALS OF THE ARTS

ART DICTIONARIES
19 VOLUMES

EDITED BY Stefano Zuffi

SIZE 13.5 x 20 cm

PAGES 384

ILLUSTRATIONS 360 color

BINDING paperback with flaps

MATERIALS coated paper

WORDS OF TEXT 45.000-60.000

More than 400.000 copies sold in Italy and more than
300.000 copies sold in co-edition worldwide.

Conceived and designed for the general public, including
museums and exhibitions visitors, the series aims at a
very wide range of readers.

The Art Dictionaries offer valuable, accurate information,
presented in a simple, readable way, and supported by
beautiful illustrations and lively highlights. 


